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Nonequilibrium thermodynamic description of the coupling between structural and entropic
modes in supercooled liquids
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The density response of supercooled glycerol to an impulsive stimulated thermal grating (q50.63mm21)
has been studied in the temperature range (T5200–340 K) where the structure rearrangement (a relaxation!
and the thermal diffusion occur on the same time scale. A strong interaction between the two modes occurs
giving rise to a dip in theT dependence of the apparent thermal conductivity and a flattening of the apparent
a-relaxation time upon cooling. A nonequilibrium thermodynamic model for the long time response has been
developed. The model is capable to reproduce the experimental data and to explain the observed phenomenol-
ogy.
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Whenever an inhomogeneous temperature or pres
field exists inside a substance, heat and momentum will fl
giving rise to processes, such as thermal diffusion and so
propagation, which drive the system towards homogene
In a normal liquid, at low enough wave-vector q~i.e., at
typical values of light scattering experiments!, the time
scales of the two processes are well separated, so tha
sound propagation is adiabatic and thermal diffusion is i
baric. Every other microscopic process evolves on such a
time scale that it enters the dynamic equations simply
determining the actual values of thermodynamic derivati
and transport coefficients. The situation changes when a
uid is supercooled below its melting temperature and
structural relaxation time,ta , rapidly grows up upon cool-
ing. When ta becomes of the order of magnitude of th
sound wave period, we observe these phenomena as
sound velocity dispersion and sound absorption. These
nomena have been widely investigated by ultrasonic
Brillouin spectroscopies and commonly described in terms
a relaxing bulk modulus or viscosity@1,2#. Upon further
cooling, ta reaches the time scale of the thermal diffusi
giving rise to a complex frequency dependent heat diffus
that is observed experimentally by specific heat spectrosc
@3# and forced Rayleigh scattering@4,5#. Though both viscos-
ity and specific heat relaxations are manifestations of
same microscopic process, there is no commonly acce
formulation of the dynamic equations in the region whe
structural relaxation and thermal diffusion occur on the sa
time scale. The main difficulty arises when more than o
single thermodynamic derivative has to be generalized
have a frequency dependence. To this respect n
equilibrium thermodynamic~NET! provides a more funda
mental approach, compared to generalized hydrodynam
since, once the equation of state is properly written in
suitable extended parameter space, the frequency de
dence of generalized thermodynamic derivatives comes
naturally. Moreover, a thermodynamic approach could, ho
fully, be related to that thermodynamic picture of sup
cooled and glassy state which has recently been the su
of great theoretical and computational efforts@6#. Unfortu-
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nately, whether local thermodynamic equilibrium is st
meaningfull in the supercooled regime, and what are the c
cial steps in extending the thermodynamic parameters sp
are still open questions.

In this work we present an impulsive stimulated therm
scattering~ISTS! @7# study of liquid and supercooled glyc
erol in a temperature range that covers the region where
characteristic times of structural and entropic modes beco
similar. A strong interaction between the two modes occu
and we have observed an apparent slow down of the s
increase of structural relaxation upon cooling, together w
a marked nonexponential decay at long times where the IS
signal is usually governed by thermal diffusion. The NE
model we propose is based on local thermodynamic equ
rium in an extended parameter space@8#. Using literature
data, we reproduced accurately the experimental ISTS
sponses at long times and explained unexpected feat
such as the dip in theT dependence of the thermal condu
tivity of various supercooled liquids@4,5,9#.

Glycerol (99.51%, ,0.1% water, Fluka, glass transitio
temperature 185 K! was transferred under nitrogen into
teflon-coated cell with movable windows@10#. The cell was
mounted on the cold finger of a cryostat and outfitted w
resistive heaters. A platinum resistance thermometer was
mersed in the sample and the temperature was kept s
within 60.1 K. In the present ISTS experiment, two infrare
(l51064 nm) short (;100 ps) laser pulses cross each oth
in the sample volume at an angle of;6°(q50.63mm21)
and their interference produces an impulsive, spatially mo
lated, heating. The amplitude of the resulting density grat
is probed by a third CW laser beam (l5532 nm) impinging
on the induced grating at the Bragg angle. The intensity
the diffracted beam as a function of time is stored by a dig
oscilloscope and averaged over many ('5000) pulses. The
measured signal can be fully ascribed to density dynam
excited through heating since electrostrictive and birefr
gence effects are negligible in glycerol@11–13#. Further ex-
perimental details are reported in Ref.@9#. ISTS data were
collected in the temperature rangeT5200–340 K. Signals
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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as long as 1.6 ms were recorded with a time resolution o
ns. In the present paper, we focus on the long time par
ISTS signal (t.0.1 ms), where the acoustic transient is ov
and structural and entropy modes evolve isobarically.
lected ISTS data are reported in Fig. 1 showing two ti
regions: ‘‘short times’’ (t,10 ms) in the insets and longe
times in the main panels. It can be noted that at short tim
the amplitude of the density grating~ISTS signal! increases
with a stretched exponential law, due to structural relaxat
On lowering the temperature, the characteristic time of t
rising component stops to grow while its intensity vanish
At longer times the heat diffuses and the density grat
decays to zero. This long time decay, which in absence
coupling is exponential~due to the diffusive character of he
equation! @7#, now splits into two components. The fast
component is nearly exponential and its time constant g
through a maximum and gives rise to a dip in the appar
thermal diffusivity, as already reported for OTP in Ref.@9#.
The slower component shows a strong nonexponentialit
flattens out and its intensity disappears as the temperatu
lowered. To be more quantitative, we fitted the data with t
stretched exponentials for the ‘‘structural’’ rising compone
and the long time tail, and a simple exponential for the
termediate time component~apparent thermal diffusion!. The
decay rates@14# of the short and intermediate componen
are reported in Fig. 2. At high temperatures, the structu
relaxation decay rate (s) is described by a Vogel-Tamman
Fulcher ~VTF! law ~full line!. The parametersB52260 K,
TVTF5131 K of VTF law, gVTF5t0

21 exp@2B/(T2TVTF)#
are taken from dielectric spectroscopy@15#, while tO51.4
310215 s is scaled to fit the data. At temperatures lower th
;240 K, the short time rising component ceases to repre
the structural relaxation and flattens around a value of 4ms.
At about the same temperature, the apparent thermal d
rate deviates from the expected smooth behavior~see the

FIG. 1. ISTS data of supercooled glycerol at selected temp
tures are reported in logarithmic scale and normalized to unit
about t50.1 ms. The insets show a blow up of the short time r
gion, where the structural relaxation gives rise to a rising signa
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inset of Fig. 2! and exhibits a dip atT'230 K. The overall
scenario depicted in Fig. 2 suggests the existence of an
teraction between the structural and thermal relaxation
namics that leads to a complex relaxation time pattern. In
following we will introduce a NET model that will allow us
to compute the temperature evolution of this relaxation tim
pattern and find a very good agreement with the experim
tal observations. NET@8# provides a very powerful frame
work to study irreversible processes such as heat conduc
diffusion, and viscous flow, from an unified point of view
However, in this formalism, it is not straightforward to co
sider the nonexponentiality observed in the structural rel
ation dynamics. On the contrary, the presence of a la
number of internal relaxing variables can be easily taken i
account, provided that local thermodynamic equilibrium
valid in the extended parameter space. Therefore, follow
Allain et al. @16#, we choose to represent the observed n
exponentiality as the result of the superposition ofN linearly
relaxing variables@17#. In this hypothesis the Gibbs free en
ergy law per unit mass reads

dg5vdp2sdT2(
i 51

N

Aidj i , ~1!

wherep is the pressure,s is the entropy,Ai is the affinity of
the i th relaxation process, andj i is the corresponden
progress variable~or order parameter!. As noted above, we
are interested in the time region where the pressure bec
and stays uniform. In this time region, the linearized NE
equations @8# written in terms of theq components of
the thermodynamic variables@e.g., T stands for T(t)
5*exp(iq•r )T(r,t)], are

p50,

T0r0~]s/]t !52q2lT,

]j i /]t52b iAi , ~2!

whereT0(r0) is the average temperature~density!, l is the
thermal conductivity andb i are phenomenologic constant

a-
at

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of charachteristic rates fo
short rising component—apparent structural relaxation—(s) and
intermediate exponential decay—apparent thermal diffusion—(d).
Solid line is the VTF lawg

VTF
5t0

21 exp@22260 K/(T2131 K)#.
2-2
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The first equation of Eq.~2! comes from the linearized com
bined mass momentum conservation laws@19#. The second
and third equations of Eq.~2! represent the energy conserv
tion law and the phenomenological relations for the rel
ation processes, respectively. In order to close the above
of equations, we use the local thermal equilibrium in t
extended parameter space,

r5r~p,T,j1, . . . ,jN!,

s5s~p,T,j1, . . . ,jN!,

Ai5Ai~p,T,j i !. ~3!

For simplicity, we assume that the thermodynamic affinityAi

does not depend onj j for j Þ i . Differentiating the above
equations and substituting in Eq.~2! we obtain

r52r0a`T1~r0
2cp

`/T0!(
i 51

N

D i~jp
i /jT

i !z i , ~4!

]T/]t52GH
`T2(

i 51

N

GR
i D i~T2z i !, ~5!

]z i /]t52GR
i ~z i2T!, ~6!

where we have introduced the following symbols:

a`52r21~]r/]T!pj , cp
`5T0~]S/]T!pj ,

D i5T0Aj
i jT

i2/cp
` , Aj

i 5~]Ai /]j i !pT ,

jp
i 5~]j i /]p!AiT , jT

i 5~]j i /]T!Ai p ,

z i5j i /jT
i , GH

`5lq2/r0cp
` . ~7!

The ISTS density response is obtained by solving Eqs.~5!
and~6! for the initial conditionT(0)Þ0, j i(0)50 and then
substituting in Eq.~4!. To reduce the number of paramete
we use the simplifying assumption thatjp

i /jT
i is independent

of i @16#. In that case,r(t) can be written as

r~ t !/r~0!52T~ t !/T~0!2
Da

a`

cp
`

Dcp
(
i 51

N

D iz i~ t !, ~8!

where Da and Dcp are the jump from the relaxed to th
unrelaxed~with respect to thez i) values of the correspond
ing thermodynamic derivatives. It can be easily shown t
in the limit GR

i !GH
`—i.e., at low T or high q values—this

model predicts a density-density correlation function wh
at long times decays as

fq~ t !}(
i 51

N

D i exp@2GR
i t#. ~9!

We know from photocorrelation experiments, mode coupl
theory, and molecular dynamics simulations that the ab
correlator is very well described by a stretched exponen
exp@2(t/ta)b#, whereb is slightly changing with temperatur
01510
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set
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andta obeys a VTF law. Relying on this consideration, w
arbitrarily choose a distribution ofN5150 @20# logarithmi-
cally spaced ratesGR

i 5(Ga)10xi, xi5211 i /28, with
weightsD i such that sum~9! reconstructs a stretched exp
nential with b50.65 @3,11#. This determines the weight
apart from a constant factor which in turn can be easily fix
by the value ofDcp /cp

`5(D i from specific heat spectros
copy data@3#. The temperature simply changes the value
Ga which is assumed to obey the already quoted VTF la
We can assumeGH

`(T)5(cp
0/cp

`)GH
0 (T), whereGH

0 (T) is the
extrapolation to the whole temperature range of ISTS th
mal decay rates at high temperature. Finally, fromr(T) data
across the glass transition temperature@21# one findsDa
;3.2a`. We are now left with no more free parameters: f
each temperature we can compute the ISTS signal and c
pare it to the experimental data. As examples, the result
this comparison are shown in Fig. 3 for four different tem
peratures, showing an excellent good agreement betwee
data (s) and the model~solid line! in the whole examined
temperature range. A complementary and more insigh
way of representing complex time responses consists in
forming an inverse Laplace transform analysis:I (t)
5*2`

` G(log10 g)exp@2gt#d log10 g. In other words, one can
think of the ISTS signal as a superposition of exponent
and ask how the weight functionG evolves across the cou
pling region. In this representation it is easier to visualize
analyzed phenomenology as the interaction between an
ponential thermal process and a broad distribution of rel
ing variables. As a consequence, the relation between
flattening in the structural rate, the dip in the thermal rate a
the appearence of a long time tail becomes evident. Suc
analysis has been carried out on the simulated signals an
summarized in Fig. 4. The top figure in the right panel re
resentsG in the high temperature region where no coupli
is present. Structural relaxation manifests itself as a ris
~negative weight! stretched~broad distribution! exponential,

FIG. 3. ISTS data (s) and the predicted signal~solid line! for
four different temperatures. The agreement is very good through
whole structural-entropic coupling region
2-3
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while at longer times~smaller rates! thermal diffusion con-
tributes to the signal with an exponentially~narrow! decay-
ing ~positive weight! component. As the temperature is low
ered, the broad structural mode moves to shorter rates
the tail of its rate distribution reaches the entropy mode ti
scale. As a result, the time scale of the negative compo

FIG. 4. Computed evolution of the distribution of ratesG as a
function of the logarithmic ratior 5 ln10(Ga /GH

`) between structura
relaxation characteristic rate and the infinite frequency thermal
cay rate. Circles in the left panel represent the experimental va
m

-

d

m

-
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ceases to vary and its intensity vanishes. On the other h
the positive component broadens moving to smaller rates
then splits into two components: a narrow one which mo
to larger rates, lowering the temperature, and a broad
which becomes flatter and flatter and decays to zero. In
left panel of Fig. 4, we report the evolution ofG as a func-
tion of ln10(Ga /GH

`). Black and white regions represen
negative and positive weights, respectively. The circles r
resent the normalized average rates for the rising~white! and
first part of decaying~black! portion of the experimenta
ISTS signal. The solid upper line is the computed inve
average time 1/^t& of the negative component.

In conclusion, a NET model, based on the assumption
local thermodynamic equilibrium in an extended parame
space, accounts for the rich phenomenology observed in
ISTS experiments. In particular, using new ISTS data
supercooled glycerol in the temperature region where
structural relaxation and the thermal diffusion process t
place on the same time scale, we have demonstrated tha
model is able to reproduce the experimental data using
erature data from other experiments. Further investigati
on the possibility of assuming local thermodynamic equil
rium in supercooled liquids are crucial in the development
a thermodynamic description of glass-forming liquids.

This work was supported by INFM, MURST, and E
Grant No. N. HPRI-CT1999-00111.
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